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WELCOME/INTRODUCTIONS/GROUND RULES/HOUSEKEEPING
Yolanda Herrera opened the meeting announcing the meeting would have someone filming
specifically for Ms. Denise Moreno’s project presentation on the Voices and capturing the
history. If you do not want to be filmed, raise your hand or let us know; if you don’t mind being
filmed, Ms. Moreno has a release form that you will need to sign.
Mary Aycock: We did agree that she would only be filming some of the speakers or mainly
filming Ms. Moreno.
Ms. Herrera also requested cell phones be turned off or put on vibrate; it was also requested that
attendees not use their cell phones to record the meeting or take photographs of the volunteer
UCAB members, everything that occurs in the meeting is transcribed which everyone who
requested will receive a copy. There is also a survey at the presentation table, which is for
gathering information to help with community outreach. It’s not going to be a vote. The
committee members will look at it later to gather more information. There will be time in the
agenda to fill the surveys out and at that time, if not everyone has a survey, they will be passed
out. It is very important to please remember to sign in and provide all pertinent information if
you would like to receive the UCAB mailer. If you have a question for one of the presenters,
please remember to state your name and affiliation so that you can be identified in the minutes.
Please keep your questions to a minimum and only as they pertain to that presentation; please
remember to be respectful and do not use foul language. For anyone wishing to make a
statement, please wait until the end of the meeting during the Call to Audience.
Thank you to Tucson Water for providing dinner for all attendees.
Attendee introductions were made.
Rene Hefner: Please remember before asking any questions to state your first and last name so
that it will be captured on the recording and appropriately documented in the minutes.
Minutes from April, July and October 2018 Meetings by Yolanda Herrera
Carole Maluf: Madam Chair, may I make a motion that we table the minutes until we can look
at them better and for more clarity since it’s been awhile?
Yolanda Herrera: I think one of the reasons for that is so that we can meet with a smaller
group and look at these, not necessarily with a magnifying glass, but pretty close. We will also
be requesting the original sign in sheets for each of those months so that we can go over it
completely. Is there a second to the motion on the floor?
Margie Mortimer: I second the motion to table approving the minutes.
The motion was approved and passed to table approval of April, July and October minutes until
further review is completed.
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EPA Update by Mary Aycock and Viola Cooper
Mary Aycock: Ms. Aycock introduced herself and thanked the audience for attending. As you
know, the January meeting was cancelled because of the furlough. The EPA and I heard today
that the USGS and some of the other groups were pretty much affected for five weeks and were
not allowed to work on projects during that time. We're playing catch up trying to get up to date
on everything that we need to do. It is a bit of a challenge, but we will do it. One of the things
that we're working on for February that you may remember was discussed in October is PFOA
and PFOS, which was from the fire extinguisher foam that was used. We talked about setting up
sampling in February, some of the wells were sampled and some of them have not been sampled
yet. We’re looking at trying to complete that project in August. We will have updates in July
and October on what's going on with the sampling. Mr. Jeff Biggs will be giving an update on
the PFOA and TARP, with more information to follow. The EPA, as you know, meets with the
different responsible parties during the whole week that we’re out here. I was very encouraged
today when hearing from the Air Force and the Tucson International Airport Authority regarding
TARP progress that is being made at the site. In addition, there is new work that the Air
National Guard has done, and they'll be giving you those updates as well. I want to give a heads
up on something that I had heard about of some news in regard to people claiming that they were
collecting money to support the Superfund site studies. All I'm going to say about that is that if
you have heard about that, or you know anything about it, please be aware that the federal
government and Superfund site is not associated with this activity. We're not out collecting
money for what we do because it's being paid for mainly by the Air Force and the responsible
parties.
Viola Cooper: Ms. Cooper added that the EPA has begun and continues to update the
Information Repository. Ms. Shelley Rice is going to continue with the information on what she
has done so far. The Information Repository is at the Valencia Library and if you received the
Fact Sheet last year, the address for the Information Repository is in the Fact Sheet. Another
thing that we are getting ready to do is update the community involvement plan and we have up
at the front where you signed in, a signup sheet for anyone that would like to be interviewed.
We're going to be interviewing people with about 25 questions to get input about how the
cleanup is going and how you would like to receive information. Please see Shelley Rice after
the meeting if you would like to be interviewed so that we can schedule a time with you to
conduct the interview.
Shelley Rice: Ms. Rice has been actively working on updating the Information Repository for
about six months and visited again twice over the last week. Everything is organized and we’ve
been working with the librarians to make sure that there is an understanding of how to use the
repository; there are instructions available, so I encourage all of you to visit. There is a lot of
historical and community information on the project. It’s a good place to start if you are doing
research or wanting more information about the site.
(Audio for Mr. Oblander, Mr. Kim and a portion of Mr. Biggs was difficult to transcribe or
completely inaudible due to skipping on the CD-ROM. Some information was pulled from the
accompanying slides)
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Air National Guard Update by Gregg Wills and Pete Oblander
Gregg Wills: Mr. Wills introduced Peter Oblander who gave an update on the remediation done
at the Air National Guard Site.
Peter Oblander: Mr. Oblander works for Tetra Tech and supports Mr. Wills and the Air
National Guard on their Environmental Restoration Program for the Tucson International Guard
Base. What we will be presenting tonight is the background on the implementation of the
groundwater and remedial treatment action we did this past December, to focus on the TCE
groundwater plume. One quick fact about the Tucson Air National Guard space, in November it
was formally renamed the Morris Air National Guard, moving forward that will be showing up
on reports as reference. The Air National Guard is located East of Valencia and South of Nogales
Highway. The base was operational starting in 1956 it was used to train fighter pilots from
around the world with a lot of aircraft operation and vehicle maintenance. The size of the
property is about 108 acres with surrounding boundary properties consisting of industrial,
commercial and residential, some vacant land as well as the airport runway. Morris Air National
Guard is a part of the Superfund area B space, which includes Westcap, Texas Instruments,
Morris and the west plume B, which is down gradient of the guard base.
The documentation that put the remedial action in place is the Record of Decision, which was
amended in 2012 and changed the preferred remedy from a ground water extraction treatment
and reinjection to chemical oxidation. The previous ground water extraction system operated up
until about 2012 until the Record of Decision amendment became effective. The purpose of the
amendment consists of a serious of remedial action objectives, which is to reduce the risk of
potential exposure to contaminants, restore contaminated groundwater to support existing and
future uses such as drinking water, prevent or reduce migration of groundwater contamination
above the maximum contaminant level, which is set by State and Federal guidelines. The
primary contaminative of concern at the Morris Air National Guard is dissolved TCE. The
maximum contaminant level for TCE is five micrograms per liter the equivalent would be
approximately five parts per billion.
The presentation will show that in December the Air National Guard conducted a chemical
oxidation injection using potassium permanganate, the chemical oxidant was prescribed in the
Record of Decision amendment, so the Record of Decision was followed on that level. To give
some more background information on this project, in 2009, the Air National Guard did a pilot
study with this chemical oxidant and when the former remedy was shut down in 2012 they spent
several years compiling data to see the effects on the groundwater, hydraulics, flow direction and
the results of the pilot test; this ultimately led to this December 2018 remedial event.
This is a brief background on the baseline conditions before we did any treatment; the figures
will show data from the fourth quarter of 2018 collected in December and we’re going to be
looking at two slides, one is for the upper subunit the other is for the low subunit. The upper
subunit is our primary focus for remedial action and what we’re looking at is the TCE results that
were analyzed and reported, the green dots represent the TCE plume and all of the red dots
represent a well that was sampled and analyzed, and the TCE concentration came back above the
maximum contaminant level. We take this data plus some historic data and we use it to contour
and generate a depiction of what we think the groundwater contaminant plume looks like.
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The next slide shows the lower subunit which has similar features of red, which is the sampling
location for where TCE was above the maximum contaminant level and it shows the extent of
the TCE plume. The big difference in TCE concentrations can be observed in the upper subunit,
which has the highest concentrations, whereas the lower subunit is much lower and is usually
hovering around the maximum contaminant level. A brief summary of the remedial action plan is
that we installed five new injection wells in the upper subunit to function as our injection wells
and to distribute chemical oxidant into the groundwater the oxidant is designed to destroy the
TCE compound and break it down into inert compounds.
The primary target of the remedial action was the upper subunit, a line of injection wells were
installed across the plume essentially bisecting it creating a barrier feature, as the plume migrates
down gradient it has to pass our injection barrier and come into contact with the oxidant. Part of
the objective was to mitigate elevated TCE concentrations on the Morris Air National Guard
property and mitigate the potential for those elevated concentrations to migrate off the property.
The secondary objective focused on the lower subunit, which was the focus of the 2009 pilot test
study where they did permanganate injections. Concentrations were reduced, but there are some
residuals that are above the maximum contaminant level so we decided to do a very limited
injection there to see if we could reduce them even further. I would like to note that the lower
subunit concentrations are localized; they don’t travel very far and they’re on base. The pilot
study has done a good job of keeping those concentrations on base and not extending any further
down gradient.
The next slide depicts the upper subunit treatment are, it also shows a table with some details and
specifics of the volumes and metrics of the remedial treatment. The primary feature here is in
purple, which represents the five new injection wells that were installed. Those will be used to
inject the chemical oxidant. This feature was designed to cut off the existing groundwater
plume, because the groundwater flow is coming from the bottom of the slide up to the top of the
slide.
The idea was to put the barrier there, the contaminants in the plume will migrate and come into
contact with the oxidant, be destroyed then everything on the other side will be reduced or have
no contamination concentrations left. Up close, you can see as well. I’ve listed the TCE
concentrations for each well, which ranged from a high of 15 parts per billion of TCE at MW-93
adjacent to this well is INJ-2, which had 12 parts per billion.
These wells represent the center of the plume (dark green on the map). On the outer boundaries,
are injection wells INJ-1 at 6.3 parts per billion, which is slightly above the maximum
contaminant level and on the northeast side is INJ-5 with TCE at 2.4 parts per billion, which is
below the maximum contaminant level. This demonstrates very good coverage for our
injections.
As we inject, the subsurface distribution creates a radius around each well and each well has an
extended radius of influence where the substrate oxidant reaches out about 40 feet around the
well. The idea is now we have a competent barrier and any TCE that migrates in this direction
will come into contact with that chemical oxidant. The treatment areas are also monitored in
units of cubic feet for the available pour space that you can put fluid in, and then the total volume
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of the chemical oxidant solution, how much volume went into each of the five wells, the total
poundage of potassium permanganate for the five wells and per injection well, and what was
mixed into the solution that was injected at each well. There was a 1% solution concentration of
permanganate, which was calculated to be sufficient to treat the demands of the subsurface
chemicals plus any natural oxidant demands.
Question from Cecilia Vindiola: When you are referring to the chemical oxidant, is that the
manganate?
Peter Oblander: Yes, that is the potassium permanganate. Chemical oxidant is a very broad
and general name for this type of remedial approach. There are several different kinds of
chemical oxidant. We used potassium permanganate, which was spelled out in the Record of
Decision amendment as the preferred or selected oxidant.
Question from Cecilia Vindiola: Is that consumable or edible, is it natural?
Peter Oblander: They are natural elements per se, but they’re manufactured, which means
they’re formulated in a way that when they’re mixed in a solution with water they will dissolve
and with that formula, that allows the chemicals to persist in the subsurface.
Question from Cecilia Vindiola: So, you’re not introducing another toxin into an already
contaminated well?
Peter Oblander: It is an oxidant by definition, it’s not a toxin but there are strict health and
safety plans not to come into contact with it. Given time, the oxidant will break down, degrade
and turn into manganese, which is a mineral chemical that becomes inert over time.
Question from Cecilia Vindiola: That can be filtered out of the water once the water is rendered
safe again?
Peter Oblander: The chemistry is a little bit more complex; it will attach to the soil particles of
the aquifer so it just becomes part of the aquifer matrix, but it’s not something that necessarily
would be a toxin in the groundwater.
Mary Aycock: (talking to someone possibly filming the meeting): Just one second please, do
we have a person filming, are you filming the meeting? Chris the lady in front of you. Back to
Ms. Vindiola, you were asking really good questions. I just want to make this clear, this is
referencing groundwater and we want to make sure people understand that it’s not drinking water
and the wells that you’re seeing are monitoring wells. What Mr. Oblander is talking about, they
have done this before out at the Air National Guard, but it breaks down into salts. Sometimes
what will happen is that is reacts with the TCE and breaks down into salt, hydrogen and carbon.
That’s what you’re going to see and one of the problems with the potassium permanganate In
Situ Chemical Oxidation is that salts will build up in different layers of the stratum. When they
went out to do the work, there was still purple-colored water in some of the wells from the last
time that they injected the potassium permanganate. What that means is that it stays out there for
a long time and continues to breakdown the TCE. If it’s not consumed it will still be purple,
which is a sign that it’s working, and this water is pretty much confined to the site boundaries
except for what you see here. I also want to point out is that what you’re seeing here at the very
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tail end of that plume, down on the southeast side, that is the jet runways and right behind that is
where all the jets are parked. If you go out there you would never know that this is a remedial
area, because it’s an active base. What we hope to see is reductions down to below five parts per
billion and that’s what we’re waiting to see.
Question from Cecilia Vindiola: Five parts per billion means that it’s safe to drink?
Mary Aycock: That’s the maximum contaminate level, so that means that it would be meeting
those standards. Now would you want to drink water that’s got potassium permanganate in it?
No, you wouldn’t, but again that aquifer is confined to that site and it’s not near any drinking
water wells. For example, it’s not near any wells that are pumping water to the Tucson Airport
Remediation Plant.
Question from Cecilia Vindiola: Looking at the progress that’s been made and the status of all
this right now, what would be your best guess for when these underground wells would have safe
drinking water?
Peter Oblander: Good question and perhaps that would be best left until the end of the slides so
that I can explain what the Air National Guard is doing and some of the parameters that they’re
looking at?
Mary Aycock: We need to move on for time’s sake so let’s go ahead and finish your
presentation. Ms. Vindiola come talk to me after the meeting, we’ve got some Hydrologists in
the room that can talk to you more.
Peter Oblander: Some of the indicator parameters of the effects on the groundwater, as
mentioned before, we also look at color to figure out if the TCE has been degraded or is still
present. The potassium permanganate those are all groundwater parameters that we measure that
are indicators for the oxidant.
Tucson Water Update, by Jeff Biggs (Verbiage may be similar, but not the same. Also, Mr.
Biggs reviewed it and I don’t want to change a presenter’s presentation. He approved his
section.)
Jeff Biggs: Mr. Biggs gave an update on the quarterly report for The Tucson Airport
Remediation plant, north of Los Reales Road. The air stripping towers at the Tucson Airport
Remediation Plant and the Advanced Oxidation Plant are at Irvington and I-19 and the plume is
about four miles long one mile wide. In reference to a presentation slide, it shows the Tucson
Airport Remediation Plant service area. It shows after the water is treated at the Tucson Airport
Remediation Plant where it is distributed in our network. The next slide refers to where the
Tucson Airport Remediation Plant water is delivered, it also shows the plume and several
sampling points that Tucson Water samples for both 1,4-Dioxane and TCE in our distribution
system. All three of those points, which surround the plume, are all non-detect for both of those
analytes. The next slide diagrams the Tucson Airport Remediation Plant treatment process; we
have a total of nine remediation wells that feed the plant, which come from the south well fields
and the north well fields; the north well field exists to contain the plume and prevent it from
moving any farther north. The four larger wells in the north are R-006, R-007, R-008, R-009;
they range from about 1,000 to 1,300 gallons per minute. We have five smaller wells in the
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south, R-001 through R-005, that were designed to clean up the hottest part of the plume; they
range from about 50 to 350 gallons per minute. The water from each one of the nine wells is
directly piped to the treatment plant. It doesn’t go anywhere else. The original air stripping
towers were in place when the plant was built in 1994 and is still in place, but that technology
was used to treat TCE; it volatilized and stripped the TCE from the water. It was very effective
at treating TCE; however, it was not very effective at treating 1,4-Dioxane.
In 2014, Tucson Water moved forward and constructed the Advanced Oxidation Process facility.
Those two plants as of today work in conjunction with each other. The Advanced Oxidation
Plant does all the heavy lifting as it treats for both TCE and 1,4-Dioxane; after that treatment
occurs the water still flows over to the air stripping towers, but the treatment has already
occurred.
The water comes out of the Tucson Airport Remediation Plant and goes to the Santa Cruz lane
reservoir then it’s distributed north. The water first goes through the Advanced Oxidation Plant,
it goes through the feed pumps, which either pull or push the water through the plant. The prefilters are currently not in service. Hydrogen Peroxide is then added to the water stream and it
goes through three ultra-violet reactors. This is where the TCE and 1,4-Dioxane are removed
from the water. The water then flows into the Granular Activated Carbon contactors, which are
present to remove any residual Hydrogen Peroxide.
After this process in which the TCE and 1,4-Dioxane have been removed, the water flows over
to the original air stripping towers as per the Record of Decision and the Consent Decree. It
trickles down the towers where air stream blows up and that process strips any volatiles, but
again, as mentioned before, this process is only good for removing TCE it does not remove 1,4Dioxane. Therefore, the Advanced Oxidation Plant was constructed. Once the TCE has been
removed, Sodium Hypochlorite is added for disinfection and the water goes into the distribution
system. There are also vapor-phase Granular Activated Carbon contactors, there are blowers and
heaters that warm dry the air stream and then there’s Carbon to treat the air stream.
During the 1st quarter of 2019 (January, February and March) at the Advanced Oxidation Plant,
the average combine flow of the north and south well fields for TCE concentration coming into
the plant was 9.6 parts per billion, which is over the 0.5 parts per billion, so it would require
treatment. The average 1,4-Dioxane concentration was 0.85 parts per billion and was treated to
non-detect. We also measure both chemicals as they leave the Advanced Oxidation Plant and
both TCE and 1,4-Dioxane are normally at non-detect. What you see leaving Advanced
Oxidation Plant is what you’re going to see coming into the Tucson Airport Remediation Plant
and you’ll see that those numbers are identical; there were no signs of TCE or 1,4-Dioxane.
Every quarter sampling is done on three sampling points: TP-10 and TP-21T for both TCE and
1,4-Dioxane of which all contaminants were at non-detect. This is expected because there’s no
water being delivered there that would be contaminated. At the effluent, we’re still seeing no
TCE, although we had one detect of 1,4-Dioxane during the quarter, which bumped us up to
0.11, but this is still very close to non-detect. Both TCE and 1,4-Dioxane were non-detect at
sampling point 830, which is north of the Santa Cruz Lane Reservoir.
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Every month samples are taken for TCE and 1,4-Dioxane at five different sampling points, three
of the sampling-points are compliance points for Tucson Water, they are SP-860, SP-930 and
SP-974. Earlier this year we added sampling points SP-V1 and SP-V2, SP-V2 is near the north
well field, SP-V1 is near the south well field; these wells were added as additional monitoring
points to validate our water quality objectives.
TCE and 1,4-Dioxane were both at non-detect for all five sampling points during the 1st quarter.
The water that is delivered to the Southside is not coming from Tucson Airport Remediation
Plant, the water that is delivered to the Southside comes from Colorado River water that’s
recharged out at Avra Valley and then brought into the city and some water comes from the
Santa Cruz well field.
During the 1st quarter, the volume of water treated was 170.519 million gallons for January,
142.657 million gallons for February, and 171.975 million gallons for March. The pounds of
TCE removed were 15 pounds for January, 11 pounds for February and 12 pounds for March.
Regarding meter readings, what comes out of the wells directly mirrors what is coming out of the
plant. There was previously some thought that water could be escaping the pipes and going out
into the environment, so there are meters on every one of the nine wells, so that we can meter the
water leaving the well. We also have meters on water coming into the plant. The graphs
presented show that what’s coming out of the wells stays in the pipe and goes directly to the
plant for treatment.
Jeff Biggs: We have plenty of water for future and current use, but we have to remember that
we have to keep conserving water.
Question from Robert Jaramillo: I know there’s been issues with the water in Colorado
pertaining to the PFOA and PFOS, would that possibly reach the Colorado River?
Jeff Biggs: We test at the entry point where we bring Colorado River water into our system,
which is out in Avra Valley. There’s a turnout from the Colorado River from the canal that goes
into the recharge basins, for that sample there is no Perfluorinated compounds in the Colorado
River.
Question from Robert Jaramillo: Do you test for other compounds?
Jeff Biggs: There are a lot of compounds and various pharmaceuticals that we test for.
Question from Robert Jaramillo: What are those readings?
Jeff Biggs: We have an annual program called the Sentry Program that we test for a lot of
contaminants of concern. Those include pharmaceuticals and things like that that are in the parts
per trillion; for the majority of these there is no health advisory, but we still test them so that we
know what the levels are. If they do start to increase, we’re aware of it and we can start to figure
out what we need to do about it.
Mary Aycock: Mr. Biggs, it’s getting close to 7: 30 so if we could please hold questions until
he’s done with the presentation that would help with time.
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Question from Henry Vega: Mr. Biggs if we have such an abundance of water around the
Colorado River, how come the water prices keeps going up here in Tucson?
Jeff Biggs: Ms. Herrera does that relate to this topic?
Yolanda Herrera: No, it does not. I’m going to remind everybody that we’re not going to take
any more questions until the end of presentations for the rest of the presenters. Only ask the
questions as they pertain to the presentation.
Mary Aycock: Please take a look at the agenda because there’s all these other things that we
need to cover, and we have less 30 minutes to do so.
Jeff Biggs: Mr. Biggs gave an update on Perfluorinated compounds and what we’re doing to
address those issues. As part of the Advanced Oxidation Plant treatment, there are granulated
activated carbon vessels that are full of carbon that were originally used to remove the excess
hydrogen peroxide, which is used to oxide and remove 1,4-Dioxane and TCE. They also were
removing Perfluorinated compounds in all the five years of operation. But what we have since
found out is that this type of carbon, after a while, the Perfluorinated compounds absorb on the
carbon and no longer the Perfluorinated compounds.
Beginning in the middle of December 2018 through the middle of February 2019, we removed
all the carbon out of those eight vessels, replaced it with carbon and added 4,000 pounds more
carbon in each vessel. That carbon is removing all the Perfluorinated compounds that are going
through the Tucson Airport Remediation Plant. All the water leaving the vessels is below the
four parts per trillion method reporting limit.
Regarding the eight vessels, the water comes into the top, it sprays out and goes through the
carbon, goes out to the bottom and then is delivered to the public; there are sample ports on each
side of those vessels. The sample ports are important because as the water comes through the top
of the carbon will be the first part of that carbon that will start absorbing all the Perfluorinated
compounds and quit working. Right now, on all eight vessels, we’re testing that top sample port
and every week that we test, those samples are coming back below reporting limit, which means
the carbon is working.
As a reminder (referencing a slide), the TCE plume from 1997 (prior to the beginning of Tucson
Water Remediation Plant operation, which was the beginning of 1994) shows higher levels of
TCE at the bottom and as they moved up north the levels decreased. By 2017, significant
decrease in TCE levels was demonstrated with a couple of areas that still had TCE at 25 to 150
parts per billion.
About two years ago, the EPA had proposed a plan to address the concerns that the community
had about speeding up the removal of the contaminated groundwater, and one of the options was
to keep the treatment process going, so the city of Tucson reacted to those concerns; the Mayor
and council directed the EPA to start the process of installing a tenth well, all the pipeline that
was needed and any extra equipment needed to remove that contaminated water. So for that area
of concern (shown on slide), we have purchased a vacant property at South 13th Avenue and
West Iowa, with right of entry in three to four weeks, the 10th well will be drilled at this new
location; it is right in the middle of the elevated levels of TCE.
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Besides removing more contaminated water, it will also give us more redundancy, meaning we’ll
have a well that we can use if there are any mechanical issues with any of the other wells. The
design flow rate of the new well will be 1300 gallons per minute, which means it will be a pretty
high flowing well. With the new well will bring higher flows and more TCE and 1,4-Dioxane,
which means we will have to make some changes to the exiting Advanced Oxidation Plant. We
will be upsizing the influent booster pump stations to help boost the pressure through the ultraviolet reactors. There are two levels of vessels, we will put a third level on the top. When we
designed this treatment facility, we made sure there would be room for an extra ultra-violet
reactor.
The hydrogen peroxide feed will also be upsized as part of the advanced oxidation process and
there’s a re-lift booster station that helps push the water after it’s treated up to the Santa-Cruz
Lane reservoir, we will increase that and add a fourth pump there for more redundancy. We’ve
changed out the carbon for a short term to relieve the Perfluorinated compounds issue, but we
know there will need to be a permanent treatment upgrade.
We are in the process of designing and adding 12 more vessels on top of the eight we already
have. So, there will be 20 carbon vessels once this is complete. All the water flow through all
eight vessels at the same time, so there’s no redundancy, when we design this there will be what
we call a lead lag. 10 of the 20 vessels will have carbon going through, the other 10 will have
fresh carbon, when the existing carbon is absorbed with Perfluorinated compounds, we can go to
the new carbon and then fill up the old carbon. There will not be any downtime or water not
being treated for Perfluorinated compounds.
One of the other projects that the community was concerned about was the pipe testing and (the
slide) shows some pictures of one of the house service lines that was removed. They were cut,
capped and stored at Hayden-Udall treatment plant. The slides depict before and after pictures of
when the pipe was cut out of the ground and then after it was reamed out. The University of
Arizona is analyzing that material. We don’t have results from that material but there are results
from the homes where the service lines were removed. We tested those homes for TCE, 1,4Dioxane and Perfluorinated compounds and the water inside those homes all tested below the
reporting limits, so the water is safe. The test results for the material in the pipes will hopefully
be available by the July UCAB meeting.
Another project that the community was concerned about was the Vapor-intrusion. There were
three schools where samples were taken, those three schools are Challenger Middle School and
Elvira Elementary School, which are down on the southern edge of the plume and C.E. Rose
PreK-8 School, which is about a few blocks north of the plume. We did a total of 12 indoor air
samples, soil samples, and we sampled background ambient air from each school. The testing
was done over the four days of Rodeo Day weekend. However, the information is still going
through quality assurance and quality control testing. A company out of Phoenix came down to
perform this testing.
Question from Henry Vega: From the Colorado River, we only get 1/3 allotted to Arizona and
2/3 go into California, I wonder where the rest of it goes?
Jeff Biggs: There are seven other states that have allocations.
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Question from Mary Aycock: Mr. Biggs would you be willing to stay after and talk to people
that have questions so that we can get through the meeting?
Jeff Biggs: Absolutely, I’d love to.
Yolanda Herrera: Just as a reminder, we have to be out of this room by 8:00 pm, so if you are
going to be talking to individuals after, it’s going to have to be outside the building.
Henry Vega: Mr. Molina gave us some bottle water, where did you get this from? Did you get it
from a good source of water? I wonder as Mr. Biggs mentioned, the problem that goes
throughout the United States like our problem, I wonder how many of the agencies and water
department employees drink bottled water rather than the water that we’re supposed to be
cleaning?
Yolanda Herrera: Mr. Vega, we really do need to move on.
Air Force Plant 44 Performance Based Contract Update by John Kim
John Kim: Mr. Kim, gave an update on the Southwest Performance Based Remediation contract
and In-Situ work that is being done for Air Force Plant 44; this contract is a seven-year contract
due to end in July 2020. Air Force Plant 44 runs along Hermans and Nogales Roads. The plume
divides on Los Reales Road south and the other plume is on Tucson International Airport. A lot
of the groundwater treatment plant area is not being used, for example, the air stripping facility,
which used to be the old system is currently not being used. When the groundwater treatment
plant was initially started in 1987 it was an air stripping unit, designed strictly to address volatile
organic compounds, mainly TCE that was detected to treat the groundwater. The groundwater
went into the strippers and they volatilize the compounds where the gas goes into a system that
treats the gases before it is discharged to the atmosphere. The rest of the water is recharged, and
sampling is performed to verify that TCE has been removed. The old system consisted of
primary and secondary strippers and pressure filters that treated the water before it got
discharged into the tank for recharge. Before we were treating only for TCE, but 1,4-Dioxane
was discovered in 2002 and we changed to the Advanced Oxidation Plant. In our case, we use
Hydrogen Peroxide and Ozone for treatments. What’s great about the Advanced Oxidation
process is that it treats TCE and 1,4-Dioxane, but there are no residuals and no other reactions, so
no other treatment needs to be done.
As of April 1987, the treatment system has treated over 32.17 billion gallons of water and the Air
Force has removed over 25.3 thousand pounds of volatile organic compounds, mainly TCE in
groundwater. Since the startup of the Advanced Oxidation Plant, back in September 2009 the
Air Force has removed over 98 pounds of 1,4-Dioxane.
Regarding our monthly performance, there is an 80% line that is considered the successful
operation time for the groundwater treatment plant. Therefore, we view successful running of
the treatment plant if it exceeds 80% overall run time per month. From October 2018 through
March 2019, we were at 87% runtime. In October, there was downtime due to a small leak
Hydrogen Peroxide into the secondary containment, which was fixed. There were also Oxygen
generator warranty repairs, which involved installing a condensate management system. In
December, there was downtime for annual maintenance, which involved maintenance of the
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groundwater treatment plant during the annual facility shutdown. In January, downtime
continued for the annual maintenance and to troubleshoot start-up issues associated with the
ozone distribution system; ultimately, we replaced the power supply and fixed the valve leak.
The final downtime was in February when a leaking gasket was replaced in the Hydrogen
Peroxide reactor. The total runtime from October through March 2018 was 4,368 hours, which
translate to an uptime of 3,797 hours or 87% and a downtime of 571 hours or 13%. In the
previous quarter we fell below 80% line due to major issues with the Ozone generator due to a
bad chiller and a compressor needed to be replaced. In August the downtime, 19.5 hours, was
minimal due to Oxygen generator warranty repairs to address faulty readings on an air
compressor. In September, the downtime was 386 hours due to some weekend power grid testing
performed by Raytheon. URS was not notified of the planned power grid shutdown, so the
groundwater treatment plant was not shutdown properly prior to the event. The abrupt power
shutdown resulted in several issues that needed to be resolved before being able to get the system
back online, which in this case involved reinstalling the software and reprogramming the system.
In terms of a corrective action plan with collaboration from the Air Force, the EPA and Arizona
Department of Environmental Quality, it was agreed that a brand-new Oxygen generator needed
to be put in place; the new system was installed February 22, 2018. With the new generator in
place, the system has been running at greater than 96% this last quarter. The system is airconditioned, designed to handle the Arizona heat, and has fewer moving parts, which makes it a
stronger system. Another thing that was completed was to improve the system was to bypass the
pressure filters, the pressure filters were needed when we had the air stripping system; however,
they are not needed for the Advanced Oxidation Plant. When the initial Advanced Oxidation
Plant redesign was completed, they left the water connection through the pressure filters. The
pressure filters are operated by a series of six pumps and, if any one of those pumps fails it
causes a problem with the whole system that could require shut down. With by-pass the water
now comes out of the Advanced Oxidation Plant and goes straight into the tank bypassing the
filters and the pumps.
In terms of future corrective action, we determined that there are other parts of the system that
are getting old such as the Ozone generator, some of the recharge pumps, and the control
systems. We received additional funding in late September from the Air Force so that we can get
the system fully updated. The first step of the corrective action plan involves the Remedial
System Upgrade Work plan, which will be prepared, reviewed and approved by Regulatory
Agencies (June 2019). Implementation of these improvements is expected to occur within the
first quarter of 2019.
Voices Unheard Oral History Project by Denise Moreno
Ms. Moreno gave an update on the Voices Unheard Environmental Oral History Project; a
repository has been established at the University of Arizona, so we have a place to store actual
video, the transcriptions and all the other material. The objective of the Oral History project is to
use interviews for gathering, preserving and interpreting the voices and memories of people,
community and groups. And in this case, the goal of the project is to capture memories and
observations of those who might have been around the site throughout the lifetime of the site.
And to capture those memories and encapsulate them and make sure they’re available to future
generations, so that the lives and those affected by the Tucson International Airport site are not
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forgotten. And that those stories teach new generations about this site and about environmental
contamination, environmental justice and groundwater plumes. The overall steps for this oral
history are that you would be contacted, and if you consent to participate in the project, you
would be recorded in an interview. There will be a community project afterwards in the form of
a website where you can access all the people’s stories with some type of interactivity with that.
The goal is to capture and encapsulate and have a place where all the stories and memories of all
those affected by this site to be housed.
Ms. Moreno is also working at the Humboldt-king smelter site and will be starting the analysis of
all the oral history interviews as well as performing additional semi-structured interviews that
I’ve completed. There are 11 interviews here in Tucson, 11 in Dewy-Humboldt and 10 semistructured here and 10 semi-structured in Dewy-Humboldt. All the oral history interviews have
been completed, we were able to get three generations of UCAB co-chairs; we have the first cochair who was Larry Vandiver, Ignacio Gomez and Yolanda Herrera that were all interviewed.
In addition, we have the founders of Tucsonan’s for a Clean Environment who are Melinda
Bernal and Edwardo Quintana and they were interviewed, and they represented the first
community advocates that were seeing issues on the ground and organized in the 1980s. When
we did the scoping interviews, you wanted the responsible parties to be interviewed as part of the
oral history, so we have Fred Brinker and David Barraza; Mr. Barraza was unanimously
nominated to be interviewed. We also have Henry Vega who is the one of the original founders
of UCAB, Mr. Vega has been attending UCAB for 20 plus years. Another person interviewed
was Cecilia Campillo, who was the program coordinator for the TCE clinic that was housed here;
her husband was the person that brought the first tuition aid grant to Tucson. Jim Austin was
interviewed, and he has a very interesting history involving the three hangars. Lastly, is Jim
Lemon who is one of the Hydrologists that discovered the contamination here in the late 1970s
and worked for the Arizona Department of Health Services to begin working at this site as well
as Motorola 52nd and Indian Bend Wash and different mining sites around the state.
These interviews are all complete; the next step is to do the archival work, which is basically
reviewing 24 hours of rough cuts so that we can get the final oral history. This will be the full
oral history with the photo voice portion along with short videos that highlight the contributions
of these individuals. All The transcriptions of the interviews are complete, and they’re being
uploaded to the site. There’s a photo voice component that the interviewee could bring a
photograph or artifact that paralleled their oral history and those have all been archived and a
finding aid has been completed for them. The Smithsonian methodology for archiving is being
paralleled in all of this; everything is being done professionally and catalogued completely.
Everything is being placed on the creative commons license, because it’s so important for the
next generation and others living in the area to learn from these histories, because these histories
are part of individuals but not necessarily in documents and textbooks. Through the creative
commons, the interviewee will retain the copyrights to their own interview and interview
materials in partnership with the project. If someone uses the interview or interview materials,
they have to apply the same copyright, because we don’t want them to be behind museum and
library walls, we want them accessible for everybody to learn from. I’ve been working with a
website designer so that anyone who visits the site will be able to click on the stories and all the
Polaroid stories of the interviewees come up. The website will have the full oral history, the
transcripts of all the interviews and all the photographs as well as digitized items that have been
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donated. For example, Mrs. Cecilia Campillo donated several VHS tapes that are Tucson Access
programs that are from the 1990s, she interviewed a lot of people in that era including Henry
Vega. If anyone has any questions, you can email me.
Yolanda Herrera: Can you quickly say how you’re moving this forward and for what reason,
besides capturing the history?
Denise Moreno: In addition, I am a PhD candidate at the University of Arizona, so I’ve been
working and collaborating with the community here at Southside Tucson since 2005. I came in
working under the University of Arizona Superfund research program as a program coordinator
for the community involvement group. Since then, I’ve been working with the community in
order to find out what the needs are and the different things that we could do in collaboration
with the community. One of the things that were a concern was the fact that the history was
being lost. The oral history was developed as my dissertation project.
Henry Vega: Madam Chair, if you would please allow me to give Ms. Moreno some
compliments as well as all the students that are here from the University of Arizona. I hope that
you continue to be at our meetings because we are in the most blessed country in the world and
the environment issue is very large and now sad to say that a lot of folks don’t believe that we
are in a climate change.
Yolanda Herrera: Mr. Vega, I have to cut you off. Thank you very much for the comments
and yes, we really appreciate the work Ms. Moreno has done.
Henry Vega: Madam Chair I will give credit where it’s due.
Yolanda Herrera: Mr. Vega we have other items on the agenda.
Henry Vega: That’s the rhythm we have to be out at a certain time. Here we are 55 people in
our community that are participating. They want to get educated with the problem that has been
with us. We have been the guinea pigs for years. All I want to say now is Monica Ramirez
along with Denise Moreno already has her doctorate, now Denise after a lot of work is going for
her PhD and she’s from the university like these other young students. Denise you have done a
great job, I congratulate you. You’re not too far from your PhD and Monica Ramirez already has
her doctorate. Congratulations!
Margie Mortimer: I respectfully ask if we can move along because we only have about 10
minutes and we have a number of items on the agenda we’re not getting done.
Mary Aycock: We can, we’re going to have to skip to something that’s a priority. I’m going to
leave that decision to Ms. Herrera based on her discussions with the members tonight. Ms.
Herrera what do you want to move to?
Unified Community Advisory Board Feedback Survey
Yolanda Herrera: We need to get the survey done. Does everyone have a copy of the survey?
We’ll take five minutes to fill that out and then Ms. Mortimer and Ms. Williams will pick them
up. Please raise your hand if you need a survey so that you can get one passed to you.
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Membership Vote – Victor Mercado Sunnyside Unified School District
Membership Vote – Bill Ellett
Carole Maluf: I’d like to ask if we could go on with the nominations while we’re filling out the
survey. I would like to nominate Victor Mercado.
Yolanda Herrera: Members all in favor of bringing Victor Mercado in from Sunnyside Unified
School District, signify by saying “Aye.” Hearing no oppositions motion passes. Thank you.
Carole Maluf: Membership vote for Bill Ellett
Marti Lindsey: I second the motion.
Yolanda Herrera: Members all in favor of bringing Bill Ellett to the table signify by saying
“Aye.” Hearing no oppositions motion passes. Welcome aboard to Victor Mercado and Bill
Ellett. As in FYI, we’ve always had someone from the Sunnyside Unified School District on the
board, so thank you and welcome.
Elections/Membership
Janice Crist: Madam Chair can we go to the nominations of the co-chair of Unified Community
Advisory Board?
Yolanda Herrera: Yes, thank you.
Janice Crist: I would like to nominate Yolanda Herrera.
Carole Maluf: I second the motion.
Yolanda Herrera: Are there any other nominations?
Members all in favor of Yolanda Herrera as Unified Community Advisory Board Co-chair,
signify by saying “Aye.” Hearing no oppositions motion passes. Thank you.
Yolanda Herrera: For the members who are fairly new here, my dad was one of the starting
founders of Unified Community Advisory Board so I’m a second-generation Unified Community
Advisory Board member and I’ve been on this committee for 23 of the 24 years.
Henry Vega: Congratulations, Madam Chair.
Yolanda Herrera: Thank you Mr. Vega. If you’re ready to have your survey picked up, please
raise your hand so that Ms. Mortimer can pick them up.
Recognition Presentation for Bill Ellett
Yolanda Herrera: We’re just going to do a real quick presentation to Mr. Bill Ellett because he
just retired form Arizona Department of Environmental Quality and we’re welcoming him
aboard to the Unified Community Advisory Board. I promised to give him a presentation, but
because of my busy schedule it didn’t happen. I’m going to give him a choice of what he would
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like me to make him. Typically, I give people that I really admire and who have taught me a lot
an apple, because they’re our teachers. So Mr. Ellett you have the choice to either have the apple
painted in whatever color you would like, or I can make it into a candy kiss for you to give you
hugs and kisses, or I could make it into a birdhouse. Or I can make you a lamp out of the
cannonball.
Bill Ellett: I’ll take the birdhouse. Thank you Ms. Herrera, I’ve been involved with the site for
a little over 20 years with the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality. It’s been the
highlight of my career and I decided I wanted to join the Unified Community Advisory Board so
that I could still have a hand and help the community a little bit more. Thank you.
FOLLOW-UP ACTION ITEMS
Viola Cooper: We have a Technical Assistance Services for Community meeting tomorrow,
which will be facilitated by our Skeo contractors that are sitting in the back. Some of you may
know them, they’ve come to some meetings in the past. It’s going to be held at the Doubletree
Hotel, Tucson Airport; 7051 South Tucson Boulevard from 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm.
Mary Aycock: Ms. Cooper do you have fliers to pass out?
Viola Cooper: I only have a couple. Technical Assistance Services for Community is a service
to the community we have a technical advisor that’s going to be explaining the technical
information that some of the people that have been involved in the needs assessment have
prioritized some needs. It’s difficult to explain right now, but we invite you to the meeting.
We’re going to be talking about Superfund process and some information that we believe will be
advantageous to you.
Mary Aycock: Thank you Ms. Cooper. Let’s turn it back over to Ms. Herrera.
Kim Tham: Ms. Tham from the Pima County Health Department discussed Pima County’s
non-regulatory interest and care regarding the community’s health and since the Teach-In, which
was conducted with the University of Arizona, they have continued partnerships with the
University. Dr. Sullivan is doing a study on mental health effects and Pima County is working
closely with El Rio Community Health Center. If you have any health care needs in the interim,
the health department and others have funded El Pueblo, which is not a part of El Rio
Community Health Center, to take care of primary health care needs specifically for this
community. I encourage you to go over there and get your health screenings and needs taken
care of. We’ll continue to work with El Rio Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry,
which is our federal counterpart and the University of Arizona. We come to these types of
meetings to get updates from Tucson Water and the other agencies so that we can best help the
community. If anyone needs to reach me with other questions or concerns, I can be reached by
phone at (520)724-8238.
Henry Vega: To all the university students that are attending our meetings, continue to attend
because the environment is a very big subject and it’s getting worse every day. We are killing
ourselves. Our family has been in southwestern Arizona nine generations, before the pioneers;
we are native Tucsonans. I am one of the original members with Mrs. Campillo and others that
used to attend the meetings at the cafeteria at C Rose in 1970 to start the Pueblo Neighborhood
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Multi-Purpose Center. Where were some of you folks in 1970, with a show of hands how many
of you were here? Well for all the new one’s welcome to Tucson, Arizona. Then and now,
where are our representatives, talking about our Mayor and Council or the Pima County Board of
Supervisors. Representatives that are here, please come back to our meetings. Three elements
for life, we need the sun, we need water and we need wind to sustain our life for all animals on
mother earth. Thank you very much, have a cool summer and come back to our meetings.
OPEN DISCUSSION/NEXT MEETING AGENDA
Future UCAB meetings
17 July 2019
16 October 2019
Carole Maluf: May I may a motion to adjourn please?
Margie Mortimer: I second the motion.
Upon motion made and seconded, the meeting was adjourned.
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AFP44 Groundwater Treatment Plant (GWTP)

Battle Ready…Built Right
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GWTP Operation Summary
Since the time the GWTP started
operations in April 1987:
•

Over 32.17 billion gallons of water have been
treated

•

Over 25.3 thousand pounds of volatile
organic compounds (mainly trichloroethene)
have been removed

•

Over 98 pounds of 1,4-dioxane have been
removed since startup of the GWTP advance
oxidation process system in September 2009
Battle Ready…Built Right
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AFP44 GWTP Run Time Percentages
Air Force Plant 44 GWTP Monthly Runtime Percentages
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GWTP Run Time Summary
October 2018 through March 2019 – 4,368 hours
•
•

Up time 3797 hours (87%)
Down time 571 hours (13%)

Sources associated with shut-down
•

•
•
•

•

10-18: Down 10 hours; Hydrogen Peroxide Feed – Fixed small
hydrogen peroxide leak inside secondary containment.
10-22: Down 74.25 hours; Oxygen generator - Warranty repairs;
installed condensate management system.
12-23: Down 210 hours; Annual Maintenance – Initiated annual
maintenance of the GWTP during the annual facility shutdown.
1-1: Down 211 hours; Annual Maintenance – Completed annual
maintenance of the GWTP and troubleshoot start-up issues
associated with ozone distribution system (replaced power supply
and fixed valve leak).
2-14: Down 25 hours; Replaced leaking gasket in HiPOx reactor.
Battle Ready…Built Right
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GWTP Run Time Summary
Planned Corrective Action
•

Additional funding received in late September to
implement further improvements to treatment system.

•

First Step - Remedial System Upgrade Work plan will be
prepared to be reviewed and approved by Regulatory
Agencies (June 2019).

•

Second Step – Implement upgrade activities (Start August
2019).

Battle Ready…Built Right
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Presentation Topics for Next UCAB
•

Explanation of Significant Differences to
implement land use controls at Sites 1, 2,
and 3 inside AFP44.

•

Proposed plan for remedy selection of Site
OT012, Regional Groundwater Plume.

Battle Ready…Built Right
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Questions?
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Tucson International
Airport Area
Superfund Site
Update

Unified Community Advisory Board
anniversary planning meetings
Oral history to preserve events
associated with the Superfund site
Comparative site - Dewey-Humboldt, AZ

Project Background

The goal of the project is
to preserve the life stories
of the people who live &
work near the Superfund
sites.
An additional goal is to
learn how individuals
experience living with
contamination.

Interviews
Tucson International
Airport Area site

Creative Commons License

Copyright

Attribution-NonCommercialShareAlike 4.0 International

Next Steps
Click here

www.voicesunheard.sites.arizona.edu

UA - Campus Repository Website
Voices Unheard Project Website

Repositories Voices Unheard YouTube Channel
& Archives
Valencia Public Library

Town of Dewey-Humboldt Library

Morris Air National Guard
162nd Wing
TIAA Area B
Tucson, Arizona

Mr. Greg Wills
Program Manager, NGB/A4OR
Mr. Peter Oblander
Project Manager, Tetra Tech

Morris Air National Guard
(MANG)
•

Renamed November 2018

•

Base became operational in
1956.
Used to train fighter pilots
from around the world.
Operations included aircraft
and vehicle maintenance.
~108 acres in the NW corner of
the TIA.

•
•

•
•

Surrounded by industrial, commercial, residential, and vacant
properties.

•

TIAA Area B: Morris ANG, West Cap, Texas Instruments, and West
Plume B (WPB).
Guarding America - Defending Freedom

Remedial Action Objectives
Remedial Action Objectives (RAOs) 2012
Record of Decision Amendment
•
•
•

Reduce the risk of potential exposure to contaminants.
Restore contaminated groundwater to support existing and
future uses, i.e., drinking water.
Prevent or reduce migration of groundwater contamination
above maximum contaminant levels (MCLs).
o

The MCL for trichloroethene (TCE) in groundwater is 5 micrograms per
liter (5 µg/L)

Remedial Action for Treatment of TCE
Impacted Groundwater
•

In December 2018, ANG conducted a chemical oxidant
injections via potassium permanganate (Pmag)

Guarding America - Defending Freedom

Q4 2018 TCE Groundwater Plume
(USU)

TCE concentration above 5 micrograms
per liter (µg/L) cleanup goal
Well ID
MW05-U:
MW93-U:
MW96-U:
MW98-U:
MW104-U:
INJ-01:
INJ-02:
INJ-03:

Upper Subunit – 90 ft. to 110 ft. below ground surface
4th Quarter 2018 Monitoring
Event

TCE Concentration
6.5 µg/L
15 µg/L
5.8 µg/L
45 µg/L
5.2 µg/L
6.3 µg/L
12 µg/L
7.7 µg/L

Guarding America - Defending Freedom

Q4 2018 TCE Groundwater Plume (LSU)

TCE concentrations exceeds 5 micrograms per
liter (µg/L) cleanup goal
Well ID
MW43-L:
MW93-L:
LP06:
PT-10:
PT-13:
PT-14:
PT-16:

1st Quarter 2016 Monitoring Event
Lower Subunit: 120 ft. to 140 ft. below ground surface

TCE Concentration
5.8 µg/L
6.4 µg/L
5.9 µg/L
5.8 µg/L
9.0 µg/L
6.4 µg/L
6.4 µg/L

4th Quarter 2018 Monitoring
Event

Guarding America - Defending Freedom

Remedial Action Approach
Primary Treatment Target: Five new injection wells were
installed in the USU to treat TCE groundwater plume.
• Center axis of the TCE plume bisected by injection well
radius of influence
• Mitigate elevated TCE concentrations migrating on to the
MANG property
• Mitigate potential for off-base migration of TCE
Secondary Treatment Objective: Target residual low level
TCE concentrations in LSU using existing onsite wells.
• TCE concentrations localized to proximity of former
chemical oxidant pilot test wells. Immediately, down
gradient TCE concentrations are detected below MCL
value.
• Low permeable aquifer material (silt/clay); low oxidant
injection volumes.
Guarding America - Defending Freedom

USU Chemical Oxidant Remediation

Upper Subunit Injection Wells
95 ft. below ground surface

Guarding America - Defending Freedom

Preliminary Data - 100 Days Post
Injection
Metric

INJ-01

GW Color

Dark
Purple

Light Tint

1257

Pmag
(mg/L)

ORP

pre

(mV)

post

pH

pre

post

Conductivit
y
TCE
(µg/L)

pre
post
pre
post

INJ-02

INJ-03

INJ-04

INJ-05

Light Tint

Clear

Dark
Purple

44.12

18.87

1.67

1998

49.1
--

143.9
53.3

142.4
77.1

159.6
83.9

56.5
--

6.8
--

6.9
9.7

7.1
10.4

6.9
9.7

7.05
--

3407
--

3407
1756

2297
4545

2297
1153

2324
--

6.3
--

12
--

7.7
--

4.5
--

2.4
--

mg/L – milligram per liter
mV – millivolts
µS/cm – microsiemens per centimeter
µg/L – microgram per liter

Guarding America - Defending Freedom

Restoration Program Way Ahead
Fiscal Year 2019
• Draft Final Chem-Ox Remedial Action Report
(April 2019)
• ANG contract award to continue long term
monitoring and remedial performance program
(TBD)

Guarding America - Defending Freedom

Questions
Questions?

Guarding America - Defending Freedom

Quarterly Update to UCAB
TARP
April 17, 2019
Presented by Jeff Biggs

Tucson Water

TARP Service Area

Area Served by TARP Facility

Santa Cruz Lane Booster

2

TARP Treatment Process Diagram

TARP Operations
1st Quarter, 2019
Month

Volume of Water
Treated

Pounds of TCE
Removed

Pounds of 1,4dioxane removed

January

170.519 mg

15

1.30

February

142.657 mg

11

1.02

March

171.975 mg

12

1.16
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TCE and 1,4-dioxane removal
• The TARP system has removed approximately 38 pounds of TCE
from the aquifer during the first three months of 2019.
• The TARP system has removed approximately 5,757 pounds of
TCE from the aquifer during the 294 months (24.5 years) it has
been in operation (since system start up in September 1994).

• The average monthly TCE removal over the lifetime of the TARP
system has been approximately 19.58 pounds per month.
• The TARP system has removed approximately 112.76 pounds of
1,4-dioxane from the aquifer during the 62 months (5.17 years) it
has been in operation (since system start up in February, 2014).
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Water Quality Report
Advanced Oxidation Process (AOP)
Quarterly (Jan-Mar) TCE Results
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March, 2019 PFOA & PFOS Results

PFOA & PFOS Concentration (ppt)
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(TA-050T)

Plant Treated
Water, postchlorination
(TP-021T)

Santa Cruz Lane
Reservoir (198R)
(Drinking Water
System)

0
Plant Raw Water
(TA-030A)
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PFAS in TARP Wells
180

168.4

160

PFOA+PFOS Well Results (ppt)
2/11/2019
142

140
120

96

100
80

Health Advisory Level PFOA+PFOS
(70 ppt)

60
40
20
0

12

24
0

16.6
8.1 14.3

Water Quality Goal PFOA+PFOS
(18 ppt)

PFOA+PFOS Results
9

LEGEND
Water Quality Sample Point (SP)
Water Service Area (A Zone)
198R

EPA Health Advisory is 70 PPT - PFOA+PFOS (PPT)
Sample Point

3/1/2019

3/7/2019

3/15/2019

3/22/2019

SP-210
SP-790
SP-810
SP-830
198R

<MRL
<MRL
<MRL
<MRL
<MRL

<MRL
<MRL
<MRL
<MRL
<MRL

No Data
No Data
No Data
No Data
No Data

<MRL
<MRL
<MRL
<MRL
<MRL

MRL = Method Reporting Limit

<MRL = <4.0 ppt

NS = Not Sampled

4/9/2019
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TCE, 1,4-dioxane and PFAS Sampling in the
Distribution System near TARP
TCE, 1,4 Dioxane, and PFAS Water
Quality Sample Points Results

Jan, Feb and Mar 2019
Sample

TCE

1,4-dioxane

PFAS

SP-860

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

SP-930

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

SP-974

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

SPV-1

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

SPV-2

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

The current analytical methods utilized by Tucson
Water have a minimum reporting limits of 0.5 ppb
for TCE, 0.1 ppb for 1,4-dioxane and 4.0 ppt for
PFAS.
LEGEND
Water Quality Sample Point (SP)
Water Quality Sample Point (SPV)
Water Service Area (A Zone)
Remediation Plume

Granular Activated Carbon Change Out

•

Granular Activated Carbon (GAC) is used at the TARP AOP facility as part of process to
remove TCE and 1,4-dioxane.

•

GAC also adsorbs PFAS accumulating these compounds over 5 years of operation

•

Replaced GAC in existing contactors with 3 different types of new GAC

•

GAC change out occurred from December 12, 2018 through February 13, 2019

12

GAC Contactor

TA-#A

TA-044

TA-048

TA-043

TA-047

TA-042

TA-046

TA-041

TA-045

AOP Control Room

Treatment Plant

TA-#B
TA-#C
From AOP
TA-#T

To Santa Cruz Lane Reservoir
Sample Point

2/21/2019

2/26/2019

3/5/2019

3/12/2019

TA-041A

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

TA-042A

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

TA-043A

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

TA-044A

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

TA-045A

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

TA-046A

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

TA-047A

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

<MRL

MRL = Method Reporting Limit

4/11/2019

<MRL = <4.0 ppt NS = Not Sampled
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Typical
GAC
Vessel

Top Sample Port
TA-041A

Middle Sample Port
TA-041B

Lower Sample Port
TA-041C

Bottom Sample Port TA-041T
(sample tap on opposite side of
vessel)

14

TARP Plume 1987

15

TARP Plume 2017
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Enhanced Recovery Project
• 10th Remediation
well R-127A
location (S. 13th
Ave. & Iowa) in the
plume to enhance
the remediation
process
• Increased
operational
redundancy
• Design flow rate =
1,300 gpm

R-127A

TCE Concentration

Plant Upgrades—Pumps and UV AOP
• Upsize influent
booster pumps
• Add 3rd chamber to
the UV AOP process
• Upsize hydrogen
peroxide feed pumps
• Add 4th pump to ReLift Booster Station for
redundancy

PFAS Treatment Upgrades @ AOP - GAC
• Convert 8
existing
granular
activated
carbon
(GAC)
contactors
to 4 trains
of lead/lag
contactors
• Add 6 new
trains of
lead/lag
contactors

DRAFT

Pipe Harvesting Project
• Collect residential tap water
sample from each house

• Excavated pipe
• Cut/removed pipe
• Filled pipe with water & seal
• Secured pipe & transported
• Preserved pipe with running
water

Sample Preparation
• Drill press used to
ream material from
inner pipe surface
• Reamed pipe sample
while full of water to
minimize air/water
interface
• Collected particles
and water together in
slurry for analysis
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Vapor Intrusion Testing Project

Challenger Middle School

Elvira Elementary School

C.E. Rose Elementary School

Indoor Air (12 samples)
Soil Gas (32 samples)
Ambient Air (3 samples)
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Questions?
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